Are you studying at University? Interested in Professional reading? Just keeping up to date? The BGS libraries can assist with your professional information needs.

1. Introducing the PROFESSIONAL JOURNALS page

Use the MyGrammar link to browse the Library Professional Journals page. It is here that we have gathered all the subscriptions to online journals we know that BGS own the rights to share. Across the school, we subscribe to many great resources. You can help to make the page stronger by offering any institutional membership your department holds so that we can add them to our list.

Associations, academic web based material and websites are listed here. This professional content changes regularly, as monthly magazines become available. We suggest you bookmark the URL to visit it regularly.

2. BGS MYSEARCH links to Publications titles

Another powerful place where you can access professional reading, is via the link to the BGS eResources page, at the top of the Professional Journals page.

To access professional reading found in MYSEARCH, open the MYSEARCH link, and select the Publications tab in the top LH corner of the screen.
This will give you access to thousands of complete full text journal titles. It includes many familiar Australian titles and some new ones in your subject area to explore.

If you find a favourite journal title here, you can then set up email alerts to your inbox using the Share tab on the journal title page. Then you will never miss a new issue!

3. MEMBER ASSOCIATIONS

We have also linked on the professional journals page access to Departmental Associations, where we have purchased a site licence which gives us permission to share access across the campuses. Please let us know if your Association has wider access memberships that can be added to the page.

4. PROFESSIONAL WEBSITES for the Australian Curriculum

In this professional page, there is also a section linking to some great teaching websites and teacher resource collections. Please share your favourites with us to add here. We hope you find something new to enhance your curriculum, and check back often to keep up with the ever growing content from these educational groups.

Have you registered? We have 50 teachers on the BGS registered list so far.
5. BGS DIGITAL MAGAZINES and Zinio for Libraries

Finally, from this page, you can access the BGS Online Magazine page to download our recreational magazines, using Zinio for Libraries, and other full text magazines available online. More information on this page will be available in coming Library Newsletter issues.

We hope you have enjoyed finding out about our Library pages. Please send us your comments and feedback and, for specific questions, contact Debbie Hunter. Did you miss Issue 1? Find it here.